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Boards’ Scope of Responsibilities 

Continues to Broaden
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My friends and I visited  Japan’s “Oshino 

Hakkai”, also known as the village of crystal 

clear water at the Mount Fuji late last year.  

What happened there is very impressive 

and I still have been thinking and wondering 

if it can happen in our home country. The 

thing is the bus stop that we get off and walk 

into the village is on the newly-built route. 

Our tour guide later explained that tourists 

previously had to walk through a longer 

walking route and pass shopping areas to 

visit the village. However, local residents 

contributed financial and physical efforts to 

construct this new route which can shorten  

visitors’ walking distance as an act of 

disagreement with marketing strategies 

of local businesses, particularly the large-

scale drugstores selling local products 

at the higher-than-usual prices. Although 

some small-scale vendors selling fruits,  

local products and souvenir are also  

affected, they are willing to cooperate with 

the locals and move their stalls to a new 

walking route.

A lesson learned from this case is that law 

and regulation are not the only tool for  

citizen to rule out who is right or wrong.  

Social justice is also crucial and increasingly 

put into practice by ethical-oriented public,  

communities and society. They do not  

hesitate to gather or rally against what they 

think and believe that it is wrong. Such trend 

has become more evident at national and 

international levels. 

A case of a listed-company top boss  

arrested for illegal hunting at the national 

wildlife sanctuary closely watched by  

wildlife conservation and social group is an 

eviden example. Although the case is on the 

process and his action is not directly related 

to business operation, the consequence of  
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his alleged wrongdoing affected investors’ 

confidence and led to a sharp drop of the 

firm’s stock price by 7% during the first 

week of the news. 

From these stories, what else the board 

of directors should do to boost investors’  

confidence? Apart from overseeing the 

business, performance and compliance are 

still crucial. However, the board of directors’  

scope of responsibilities have been expanded  

to cover the following areas:

1. Maintaining effective relationships with

key stakeholders

The directors represent companies when 

travelling or meeting investments, clients 

and partners. These stakeholders will be 

able to see and understand the directors’  

commitment and feel confident in the  

company. There are many times the  

directors may think that this is executive’s  

duties and that they could cross the line. In  

reality, the board’s duties need to be adjusted  

in accordance to the changing business  

environment. Their perspectives should be 

extensive enough to challenge the executives  

and those at the management level. Meetings  

with stakeholders will enable the directors 

to understand needs within the organization 

and other information that the directors can 

give advice to the executives. 

2. Paying attention to corporate culture

We may have heard about the director’s  

duties of overseeing organizational structure.  

Attending meetings for a few days per year, 

the directors may have a conflicted opinion 

in mind and question how they can perform 

such duties.

In reality, organizational culture happened 

at the board of directors’ level through  

questioning. If the directors keep challenging 

details of a proposal submitted by the  

executives, they will consider involving  

details and related factors more carefully  

and thoroughly. Hence it can be seen that  

organizational culture starts with the directors 

themselves. 

Organizational culture can be categorized 

into two types: performance-driven culture  

and ethical culture. The directors may 

feel these two organizational cultures are  

different and cannot go together. The thing 

is the performance-driven culture focuses 

on the highest benefits. Meanwhile ethical  

culture will look at business ethics and 

principles. However, the board can create 

a mixed organizational culture called “Risk-

Aware Culture”, which the director will ask a 

thoughtful question about business operation 

proposed by the executives; look at pros 

and cons of both options; understand 

the executive’s views in a bid to widen  

opportunities on business management. An 

effort to create and establish organizational 

culture through questions will boost the 

directors’ confidence in the executives’ 

business operation based on the principle of 

corporate governance and business ethics. 

3. Adhering to standards of behavior

We may have heard the sentence “Apple 

is Steve Jobs” quite often. Its meaning of 

Steve Job representing the Apple branding 

is not different from the directors and the 

executives representing the organization. 

If the directors or the executives is  

questioned by the public over their disciplinary  

misconduct, the society may assume that 

business misconduct may also be possible. 

Apart from credible behavior, the directors 

can set up an informal meeting or consultant 

among the directors and the executives to 

learn about their personalities and challenges 

facing them in a bid to boost confidence 

among the executives and the directors and 

create good organizational culture in practice.  

The board of directors should also be  

confident that the executives and the  

management leading the organization 

would be able to groom the staff and prepare 

them for sustainable organizational culture 

by having as a “Tone at the Top” sample, 

training session and organizing variety of 

staff activities. 

The directors should not take for granted 

these responsibilities although they are not 

clearly stated as the directors’ main duties. 

The thing is credibility of the organization 

could be swiftly damaged.  And we cannot 

take back whatever already happened  

especially when business environment is 

very competitive nowadays.
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